Lord Byron on Demand
Harvard University Press’s backlist is both one of its greatest blessings on the
world of scholars and a strong source of income—but only when solid senior-citizen
books are kept in print and not allowed to slip into the forlorn territory of “out of
stock indefinitely” (OSI) or “out of print” (OOP).
Print-on-demand (POD) technology has been available for years and has been used
by many trade publishers to have single copies of books that are no longer available in
the publisher’s own first or subsequent printings made by a quick-printer virtually
overnight. The publisher licenses the text to the quick-printer—and gives up both a
significant share of the royalties and control over the physical quality of the product.
Such an arrangement has not appealed to the custodians of the Harvard University
Press backlist.
Now, however, the press has formed a partnership that does please—with Acme
Bookbinding, a Boston institution more than 175 years old and headed by Paul Parisi
’75—one that will allow the press to retain the rights to books and maintain control
over the quality of their production.
“Acme, like HUP, is committed to preserving the past, while at the same time
making use of the latest technologies to
move publishing forward,” says William
Sisler, director of the press. Acme has
been binding single copies of books for libraries for ages and is used to meeting
high standards. “The printed word helps
keep alive the philosophies that shaped
our democracy,” says Parisi. “Putting back
into print, in a beautiful, high-quality volume that will last forever, a classic work of
history or philosophy is like making a museum piece available to everyone.”
To launch the new print-on-demand
service, the press has revivified and made
available 100 of its “classic” backlist titles.
William Sisler with the press’s 1985 edition
of William James’s The Varieties of Religious If you want a copy of Byron’s Letters and
Experience (left) and the reprint
Journals: “In My Hot Youth,” 1798 - 1810,
edited by Leslie Marchand, volume one in the 12-volume edition that began to appear
in 1973, you or your bookseller will send the order to the press’s warehouse. The
order will then register at Acme via an electronic-data-interchange transaction, which
will initiate the manufacture of the book and its delivery within days.
“The books in this program are printed as facsimiles of the last edition,” says John
Walsh, production manager at the press. “There will be no compromises to typefaces,
or to font sizes and margins, and the books appear in their original trim size. Acme has
carefully scanned every page of the original. The books are printed on papers that
match the weight, shade, caliper, and opacity of those earlier editions.They are bound in
cloth, with headbands and reinforced endpapers.” The books will differ from the originals in that their bindings will be ink-jet printed, not stamped, and thus must be of lightcolored cloth, while the originals might not have been; the books will not be jacketed,
but many customers will be libraries, which have no use for book jackets; and the
halftones may be somewhat darker and less sharp than the originals.The technology is
capable of producing four-color work. Walsh believes that a new standard has been created, “a benchmark for digital book production.”
Additional out-of-print books will join the 100 starters on a continual basis. Soon,
there’ll be no more OSI or OOP at HUP with POD.

inward. A near-term solution for the scientists might be the Watertown Arsenal
(see next article and “In Watertown, a
New Frontier?” May-June 2001, page 69).
Unlike Cambridge space, “It is there,”
Kirby said, and such uses are permitted.
Room might also be found nearer at hand
by rejiggering existing uses and examining how much square footage each scientist needs to operate e∞ciently. Moreover,
in the sciences, he notes, among those faculty members who have reached 70 years
since 1993, more than one-third have not
retired (see “A Slightly Grayer Faculty,”
November-December 2002, page 60).
Without making any policy conclusions,
he suggests the need to monitor matters
closely, ensuring that “no matter the career stage of an individual faculty member, the allocation of space and other
forms of support is reasonably aligned
with each colleague’s contributions to research, teaching, and citizenship.”
The letter reports two internal FAS initiatives that will also a≠ect faculty life.
First, Kirby projects legislation this spring
making teacher education and professional preparation a formal part of graduate students’ experience. Although those
students pick up skills de facto through
their work as teaching fellows, some series of seminars, colloquiums, and regular
training exercises may be proposed for
their curriculum.
Second, academic planning will begin
to “reﬁne our estimation of how much
growth” in the faculty ranks is needed to
achieve teaching and research goals, and
“where that growth ought to occur.” This
work parallels the undergraduate curriculum review, but it is also quite separate.
“We have lots of good information about
the individual units of the faculty as they
are now constructed,” the dean said, referring to departments, programs, and academic centers. That information is not
matched by equally good understanding
of “connectivities” among departments
and scholars in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences, and, increasingly, across
divisional lines. The planning process
seeks to surmount departmental barriers
for a wider perspective; so may a proposed
structure of divisional deans for the life
sciences and other areas, much like the
current deanship for the Division of EngiPh o t o g ra p h b y S t u R o s n e r

